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The FM8 is a master of subtlety. This course explores the synth's many
skills, attributes and intricacies, bringing the synth to life and

demonstrating how its awesome sound can be used to sculpt a wide range
of sounds. This is an exhaustive tutorial by respected sound expert Mikey

Glick, covering both the standard user interface and the gamepad
interface. Routing, panel mode and custom banks are also covered. Time
to power up the FM8 and delve into the heart of the synth! As the default

SampleTank 3 version of Kick is quite capable, we'd like to move on to
customizing it a little. In addition to the capabilities of our high-end plugins,

SampleTank 3 also has its own virtual instruments: its own modeling
engines. Import an audio file into SampleTank 3's virtual instruments, it

sounds just like the audio file and you can add several virtual instruments
(Strum and Strumless are included) to the instrument. Now, if you use a
keyboard, let's say a piano, you can use its rhythmic abilities to create

some very creative grooves. SampleTank 3 offers two new instruments to
help you get the best out of your keyboards: the TET instrument and the

STRUM instrument. There are a plethora of ways to play using SampleTank
3's new multi-tiered keyboard including individual soft keys, chord buttons,
contour pads, and instrument markers. You can assign your custom button

combinations to individual notes, chord buttons, and key zones. New
Trigger functions make any keys on the instrument dynamic for added
performance and flexibility. Behind the scenes: Although each Part is

loaded into SampleTank 3 for you, the parts are otherwise normal user
instruments. They all have access to the console window when triggered so

you can adjust them and hear your adjustments as you work.
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expert Mikey Glick, covering both the standard user interface and the
gamepad interface. Routing, panel mode and custom banks are also
covered. Time to power up the FM8 and delve into the heart of the

synth! As the default SampleTank 3 version of Kick is quite capable,
we'd like to move on to customizing it a little. In addition to the
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virtual instruments: its own modeling engines. Import an audio file into
SampleTank 3's virtual instruments, it sounds just like the audio file and
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piano, you can use its rhythmic abilities to create some very creative
grooves. SampleTank 3 offers two new instruments to help you get the

best out of your keyboards: the TET instrument and the STRUM
instrument. There are a plethora of ways to play using SampleTank 3's
new multi-tiered keyboard including individual soft keys, chord buttons,

contour pads, and instrument markers. You can assign your custom
button combinations to individual notes, chord buttons, and key zones.
New Trigger functions make any keys on the instrument dynamic for
added performance and flexibility. Behind the scenes: Although each

Part is loaded into SampleTank 3 for you, the parts are otherwise normal
user instruments. They all have access to the console window when
triggered so you can adjust them and hear your adjustments as you
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